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VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

Veterans Benefits Before the Civil War 

• 1775 – 1855 - bounty-land warrants 
• 1776 – 2nd Continental Congress 

authorized first disability pensions 
• 1794 – officers’ widows & orphans 

benefits 
• 1834 – U.S. Naval Asylum 

(Philadelphia) for Regulars with 20+ 
years of service 

• 1851 – U.S. Soldiers Home (D.C.) for 
Regulars with 20+ years of service 

• 1855 – Government Insane Asylum 
“St. Elizabeth’s” (D.C.) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The earliest Veterans benefits in America’s history were disability pensions offered by individual colonies.   Bounty land warrants were offered as inducements to enlist in individual colony militias or Continental service.  The first national-in-scope benefits were authorized by the Second Continental Congress on August 26, 1776.  The first official United States pension law approved by the U.S. Congress occurred during its first session on September 29, 1789.  Volunteers soldiers served in colony militias (not officially states then), no federal benefits until 1776 and volunteers not eligible; they relied on colony/state benefits or charity, but could petition Congress for benefits individually.Population in 1776: 2.5 million (size of San Diego County), roughly .5 million were slavesPopulation in 1860: 31 million with approx. 4.5 million slavesU.S. Naval Asylum was authorized in 1811 and opened in 1834; it was for officers, sailors, and marines of the REGULAR forces; a portion of their pay went to support the Naval Asylum; it was a small institution, accommodations for roughly 300 men, that was more like a retirement home; renamed as Naval Home in 1889, Philadelphia facility closed around 1988, and Veterans transferred to new location in Gulfport, MS.U.S. Soldiers Home was established with spoils from the Mexican War and was for use by Mexican War Veterans who served in the REGULAR forces; it opened in 1851; similar set-up as the Naval Asylum – it was small (roughly 300 men), was like a retirement home, and a portion of pay was deducted from active duty men to support the institution; was renamed as Soldiers & Airmen’s Home, then Congress merged it with Naval Home in 2002 and renamed them as the Armed Forces Retirement Home – Gulfport and Armed Forces Retirement Home - Washington.]The Government Insane Asylum, later called “St. Elizabeth’s,” was established in 1855 for the insane of the U.S. military forces and District of Columbia. Initially the NHDVS tried to take care of insane Veterans admitted to their facilities, but by 1880 were sending them to St. Elizabeth’s for care.
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VHA Owes Its Origins to Civil War Volunteers 
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• In June 1861, one month before the First 
Battle of Manassas, Congress authorized 
the U.S. Sanitary Commission, a volunteer 
organization, to assist the Army medical 
department with providing care and 
supplies for regiments of U.S. 
VOLUNTEER soldiers.  

 
 

 Dr. Henry Bellows was  
placed in charge of the  
U.S. Sanitary Commission 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The U.S. Army and its medical department were ill-equipped for war when the first shots of the American Civil War were fired at Fort Sumter in April 1861. The Army  was small and spread out with a majority of its REGULAR forces and resources located in the West, as the population expanded in that direction. In June 1860, 16,204 men made up the Regular Army (1,080 officers, 14,944 enlisted men, plus 340 civilians).  They were not prepared to handle the legion of VOLUNTEER soldiers mustered into service as the Civil War began.  Millions of average citizens--men (and even women)--rushed to join the military force of their choice (North or South).  These non-professional soldiers were known as “Volunteers” and served for a specific period of time (3 months, 6 months, 1 year, until the end of the war, etc.) The Volunteer forces were comprised of students, farmers, factory workers, your average Joes, not professional soldiers like the “Regulars.” A large number of the Volunteer forces were new immigrants to America.As the American Civil War started, the Woman’s Central Association of Relief, a NYC VOLUNTEER organization, sent a committee to Washington to see how they might help in the war effort. Chairman Dr. Henry Bellows proposed a plan that Lincoln sanctioned and Bellows was appointed to run the program. The U.S. Sanitary Commission, as it was called, was authorized by Lincoln and the War Department in June 1861—one month before the first Battle of Manassas—to aid the VOLUNTEER forces and soldiers.  The work of the U.S. Sanitary Commission was VOLUNTEERS helping VOLUNTEER soldiers.Florence Nightingale and what happened in the Crimean War (in 1855) just 6 years earlier was fresh in the minds of many Americans when the Civil War commenced.  In the Crimean War, the British Army sent 24,000 men to fight and within 9 months 18,000 had died because of poor sanitary conditions, poor diet, and lack of proper medical care and supplies. There were vessels with medicine, food, clothing, etc., but relief was tied up in the red tape of process and many men perished because of it. Nightingale and her a small corps of nurses came in and the mortality stopped. Nightingale later opened up a nursing school and published a book on the experience.
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U.S. Sanitary Commission - Notable Volunteers 
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Walt Whitman Frederick Law 
Olmsted 

Executive Secretary  
(1861-63) 

Clara Barton 
Frederick N. 

Knapp 
Superintendent of Special 

Relief  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walt Whitman’s brother, George Washington Whitman, was injured in the Battle of Fredericksburg in December 1862; Walt rushed to his side and spent 3 years with the U.S. Sanitary Commission in various hospitals; he wrote great poetry, including “Leaves of Grass”—an “unabashed love letter to America”--out of his experience. Olmsted, co-designer of Central Park and the father of American landscape architecture, was a friend of Rev. Henry Bellows (USSC president) and Secretary of the organization from 1861-1863; he lobbied Congress to create a medical corps and inspection service which improved the caliber of surgeons and camp life, gathered statistics, and became an efficient logistical machine. After the war, he helped design the landscapes of our first national cemeteries.Clara Barton – tireless nurse, teacher, and soldiers/Veterans advocate, she later founded the American Red Cross. Frederick Knapp, an officer of the USSC, wrote an article in the NY Times supporting the National Asylum. His May 5, 1865 missive on how the National Home should be set up was prophetic; he was not one of the original 100 founders, because his boss, Rev. Bellows was. Any national or state sanitaria or disabled soldiers home “should be as truly American as this war has been.” The U.S. Sanitary Commission report, along with the work they did, proved the need for facilities for the volunteer soldiers.
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U.S. Sanitary Commission  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The U.S. Sanitary Commission ran a HUGE operation, including state and local branches, with THOUSANDS OF volunteers. They held fairs and a whole range of activities to raise money or materials for medical care & supplies—for Union soldiers. They provided ambulances, ships, and trains to transport injured troops or supplied, documented where the hospital dead were buried, took detailed medical care notes, planted gardens, wrote letters to soldier’s friends and loved ones, sat at bedsides to provide comfort, bought small personal items for the sick or disabled, made bandages out of cotton or linen, and so much more. Photo (top left): USSC hospital car (train)Photo (top right): USSC ambulance convoyPhoto (bottom left): USSC workers in Virginia (Wilderness campaign)Photo (bottom right): USSC medical supply ship
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U.S. Sanitary Commission Revealed a Need  
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Pvt. Charles Mitchell, 107th 
NY Infantry, 1863 U.S. Sanitary Commission “soldiers home” on New York Ave., 

D.C., 1864 c. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The U.S. Sanitary Commission provided medical care, wrote letters, provided comfort in many ways, kept medical/vital statistics, planted gardens, taught the men about cleanliness and good diet, and established soldiers home for recovering soldiers who didn’t require hospitalization. Virtually every Union soldier came in contact with the U.S. Sanitary Commission.  Due to the sheer volume of sick and disabled men, the U.S. Sanitary Commissions’ soldiers homes became an important component of their work – and a need for such places, after the war, was made apparent.Photo (left): Private Charles Mitchell, 107th NY Infantry, Co. D, 1863 – many VOLUNTEER soldiers were young menPhoto (right): U.S. Sanitary Commission “soldiers home” on New York Ave., D.C.; other “soldiers’ homes” were established in Boston, Hartford, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Cairo, Chicago, and other loyal states where large numbers of destitute soldiers congregated.The Civil War touched the lives of almost every person in our country; most had a relative who had died or become disabled because of their wounds. It ignited a national passion to take care of those who fought in the war; Congress had the means to provide for those who fought to keep the nation united as one (Union forces) and authorized 
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1862-63 U.S. Sanitary Commission study 
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Perkins report recommendations: 
 
• Every permanently disabled officer & soldier entitled to 

a pension; widows & orphans get half pensions 
• Two classes – those fit for garrison service or unfit for 

service 
• All pensioners have right to appointments in U.S. civil 

service (based on Prussia’s “Versorgungs-Scheins”) 
• Establish hospitals and industrial villages with boarding 

houses for unmarried men or small cottages for invalids; 
run under military rules with occupation of various 
kinds. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1862, the U.S. Sanitary Commission requested that Stephen H. Perkins, Esq., visited Europe and report back on what types of hospitals and benefits they provided to war Veterans.Perkins visited France, Italy, Prussia (Germany), Austria, and Russia.  He made the case for a National institution:  “This is a struggle for National existence. We have found a National heart, and life, and body. Now, let us cherish it.”  A NATIONAL institution was needed. His recommendations:“They should be military in their organization. . .should be made nurseries of our military glory. . .and, in some way, be skillfully co-ordinated with the popular heart. . .to animate the national sentiment. At the same time they should be industrial. . . And prevent the feeling of utter dependence.”Thousands of soldiers had life-altering injuries, such as amputation, and were unable to resume their former occupations. Many soldiers were recent immigrants, single young men with no families, who became homeless after discharge. Perkins’ study helped provide the framework for a U.S. solution.
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Civil War – First Benefits for Volunteer Soldiers & Sailors 

• 1862 - African Americans could legally 
enlist in Federal Regular or volunteer 
forces and were entitled to benefits for 
the first time in history 

• 1862 – first national cemeteries 
authorized 

• 1862 – Volunteers placed on equal footing 
as Regular forces for federal benefits 

• 1862 – first prosthetics authorized 
• 1865 – preference in hiring began 
• 1865 – first federal hospital-home for 

volunteers in the world (NHDVS) 
• 1865 – certain transportation costs 
• 1866 – caretakers (pension supplement)  

• 1892 – first pensions for Civil War nurses 
• 1897 – Civil War nurses eligible for burial 

in national cemeteries 
• 1900 – first government-provided 

Confederate headstones (Arlington); 
National Homes open to U.S. Veterans of 
ALL wars 

• 1906 – first government headstones for 
Confederates buried in former Union 
prison camps 

• 1916 – special pensions for MOH 
recipients 

• 1923 – first women Veterans admitted to 
NHDVS 

• 1929 – government headstones for 
Confederates buried anywhere 

• 1958 – first pensions authorized for 
Confederates (2 alive at the time) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal benefits were given only to those who served for the Union/U.S. Regular or volunteer forces. 
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1865 – National Soldiers & Sailors Asylum – VHA’s Origins 
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March 3, 1865 – day 
before Lincoln’s 2nd 
inauguration 
 
1866 amendment – 
established the Post 
Fund – built churches, 
theatres, libraries, 
recreational buildings, 
memorials, zoos, 
landscaping, provided 
boats, games, books, 
pool tables, etc. 
 
GAR chapters present 
on all campuses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the day before his 2nd inauguration, March 3, 1865, President Lincoln signed into law a national soldiers & sailors asylum for Veterans of the Union VOLUNTEER soldiers—the first of its kind in the WORLD. That day he also enacted the Veterans preference in hiring law, as a result of the U.S. Sanitary Commission study.  There was no model to follow for this new institution—the first of its kind in the WORLD--so America had to wing it.  The U.S. Sanitary Commission provided the impetus, investigation, report, and supporting information that helped bring about this new institution, but they were not VHA origins; the new institution, the National Soldiers & Sailors Asylum, later known as the National HOME for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers (NHDVS), was the origins of today’s VHA.  The 150th anniversary of this significant act takes place next year on March 3, 2015. The National Asylum was renamed as the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers 6 years later in 1873.  The National Asylum/Home was NOT an old-folks or nursing home in the beginning, as most of the Veterans were young, unmarried men many of whom had just immigrated to this country. The National Home’s hospitals were the largest buildings on campus.  In 1873 it was renamed as the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers (NHDVS). 
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The first National Asylum/Home opened November 1, 1866 in Togus, Maine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Renamed as the National HOME for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers in 1873, the intention was always to provide a “home” environment for the Veterans who lived there.  The Homes were literally little towns within larger communities—each had a library, church, theatre, post office, lakes, walkways, recreational activities, and much more.  The NHDVS was around for 65 years–longer than the Veterans Administration existed—and was the “VA” of its day only it had another name. In 1888, Congress formalized relationships between NHDVS and state Veterans homes; NHDVS reimbursed state homes at a cost not to exceed amount allotted for upkeep of men at NHDVS and performed annual inspections to insure high standards. Much of VA’s philosophy and administrative practices, plus holistic approach to taking care of Veterans, came from the NHDVS. Spanish American War, Boxer Rebellion, and Philippine Insurrection Veterans were treated at the NHDVS as of 1900.
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WORLD WAR I – A New Paradigm & 1ST Transformation of 
Veterans’ Medical Care 
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1917 
Federal Board 
of Vocational 

Education 
 
 

1914  
Bureau of 
War Risk 
Insurance 
(Treasury) 

1918  
Public Health 

Service 
(Treasury) 

JUST FOR WORLD WAR I VETERANS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechanized war, mustard & other gases, flu epidemic, medicine had evolved and was more specialized and professional. At first the government used the NHDVS and leased hundreds of hospitals on temporary basis to provide medical care to World War I Veterans. There was a new paradigm: the goal was rehabilitate the soldier and get them back to home & work as soon as possible--not provide lifelong housing and care, as had been done for Union soldiers. The danger in this brief departure was that it almost set a precedent for creating new government bureaus specifically for each new war cohort group.  World War I Veterans balked at having to deal with 3 new bureaucracies so they formed new organizations, just as their ancestors had, to effect change.  Public Health Service was a very small operation before being tasked to assist BWRI; they brought on the American College of Physicians to aid in developing 3 types of hospitals to suit certain special needs of WW1 Veterans (GM&S, NP, TB). They collaborated with the NHDVS to house Veterans until new hospitals could be built. BWRI and PHS staff size swelled during and shortly after the war.  A Rehabilitation Division was established at the Federal Board of Vocational Education to re-train disabled Veterans for new careers.  The Bureau of War Risk Insurance provided the first life insurance to active duty service members and military Veterans—by 1919 it was the largest insurance “company” in the world.
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1918 – Bureau of War Risk Insurance  
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Occupation of the 
Bureau of War Risk 
Insurance (BWRI) 
Building on Vermont 
Avenue (now VA 
Central Office) 
began in the fall of 1918  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bureau of War Risk Insurance (BWRI) was not only the largest insurance enterprise in the world, at the time, it was tasked by Congress with providing hospitals, clinics, medical care, and such to World War 1 Veterans; it partnered with its Treasury sister, the Public Health Service, to provide these benefits. In 1918, the BWRI moved into its own building on Vermont Avenue. 
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1921 – FIRST CONSOLIDATION & TRANSFORMATION 
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1776  
Pensions 
(Interior) 

1862 
National Cemeteries, 

prosthetics (Army) 

1865 
National Home 

for Disabled 
Volunteer 
Soldiers 
(NHDVS) 

1921 
ABMC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too many bureaucracies to deal with created great confusion and frustration among World War I Veterans.  The newly founded American Legion and other Veterans organizations became VERY vocal and expressed their frustrations over the strangling bureaucracies in the newspapers, in speeches, and to their Congressional representatives. The three World War I programs—the Bureau of War Risk Insurance, Rehabilitation Division of the Federal Board of Vocational Education, and Public Health Service Veterans hospitals/facilities—were merged together to form the Veterans Bureau on August 9, 1921.  The Veterans Bureau placed all WW1 programs under one roof, but Veterans and their families still had to navigate multiple agencies for all of their benefits.  Disability and survivors pensions were administered by the Pension Bureau (Department of Interior), National Cemeteries and death benefits were handled by the Army, as were prosthetics, the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers had facilities for women Veterans and those requiring long term care, and the American Battle Monuments Commission provided burial benefits to World War I soldiers who died overseas.  A majority of PHS medical staff stayed with the VB and helped professionalize Veterans medical care. VA longest-tenured Chief Medical Director, Dr. Charles Griffith, was a PHS physician.The largest Federal hospital construction program in history (at the time) began during this period. Only World War 1 bureaus/programs were merged to form VB. NHDVS was the first Veterans facility to admit women Veterans in 1923. 
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1930 – 2nd CONSOLIDATION  
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1862 
Prosthetics 
(War Dept.) 

Veterans Administration went 
into full effect on July 1, 1931 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2ND CONSOLIDATION of Federal Veterans Programs took place in July 1930 when Congress authorized the president to consolidate them on July 3, 1930.  Around this same time, 3 new National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers facilities were approved (Roseburg, Biloxi, and Petersburg (now Bay Pines).  President Hoover issued Executive Order 5398 on July 21, 1930 to consolidate the Pension Bureau and National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers with the Veterans Bureau and renamed the new organization as the VETERANS ADMINISTRATION.  On November 4, 1930, President Hoover issued Executive Order 5476 and transferred prosthetics and certain annuities from Army to the new Veterans Administration.  The largest federal hospital construction program (at the time) was under way & continued into the 1940s; 3 types of hospitals—general medical & surgical, tuberculosis, and neuro-psychiatric—were built during this period.  The American Battle Monuments Commission and national cemeteries were still outside of VA at that time.  A dozen national cemeteries located on Civil War battlefields (i.e., Stones River and Petersburg) were transferred to the Department of Interior during the 1930s. 
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1923 – 1945 General Frank T. Hines  
Steered VB-VA Through Rough Times 
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• Integrity after Forbes scandal 
• Tuskegee & segregation 
• First Women Veterans 
• First Native American Veterans 
• Great Depression 
• Bonus Army marches/certificates 
• Largest Federal hospital 

construction program in history 
• Conversion of NHDVS into VA 

hospitals 
• Reliance on Red Cross & other 

volunteer organizations 
• VSOs authorized to aid 

presentation of Veterans’ claims 
• Pearl Harbor - WWII began 
• G.I. Bill’s 1st year 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Frank T. Hines – 22 years (1923-1945) at the helm of the Veterans Bureau (VB) & Veterans Administration (VA); he was a leader of high standards and integrity and steered the Veterans Bureau and Veterans Administration through some of its darkest days.  Hines hospital in Chicago is NOT named after him.  General Hines was the longest-tenured Administrator for Veterans affairs in American history.
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1946 – General Bradley’s Transformation of VA 
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• Department of Medicine & Surgery 
• Rehabilitation 
• Medical research, cooperative studies 
• Medical school affiliation program 
• Special Services: mission - help the 

hospitalized Veterans get well: library, 
recreation, voluntary service (VAVS), 
canteen service, chaplaincy service, 
fiscal & administrative service 

• Post fund amplified so that certain gifts 
(land, etc.,) could be sold and proceeds 
converted into cash 

• Modern, high-rise, 1,000+ bed hospitals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1945 – Truman brought in someone from the latest war (WWII) to run VA. Bradley made phenomenal changes in the short 2 years that he was VA Administrator.2ND TRANSFORMATION OF VETERANS MEDICAL CARE: Bradley was VA Administrator from August 1945 – December 1947; he modernized VA; was instrumental in getting laws passed to create new programs and initiatives. Highlights include establishing the Department of Medicine and Surgery, removing VA medical staff from Civil Service process to obtain higher quality doctors and nurses, authorizing medical research and cooperative studies programs, medical/nursing school affiliations, established VA’s own high visibility volunteer programs, music programs/celebrities; medical libraries to support medical department; Post fund amplification; he changed the location of new Veterans hospitals to urban areas to be near medical & nursing schools.  He changed the look of VA hospitals, as well: shift from sprawling acreage in rural areas to modern high-rise hospitals of 1,000+ beds.
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1950 – Old versus New 

Hines-era hospital “2nd Generation”  Bradley-era hospital “3rd Generation” 
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Salem (Roanoke), VA, opened April 22, 1935 

Brooklyn (Ft. Hamilton), NY  
opened February 9, 1950 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo (left) – Salem (formerly Roanoke) VAH, Salem, VA (opened April 22, 1935)Photo (right) – Ft. Hamilton/Brooklyn, NY (opened Feb. 9, 1950)Architecture reflects philosophy & policies of the times.  First generation were the National Homes – 300+ bed general hospitals with specialty wards, large acreage that could support farming & industrial pursuits to provide Veterans with work opportunities, lakes, paths, and beautiful landscaping for leisure purposes, barracks for housing, stores, chapels, recreational halls/theaters, and cemeteries.  Second generation – 3 types of hospitals, location often dependent on type of hospital, large acreage, but no farms or cemeteries. Third generation – 1,000+ beds, urban locations, high-rise/smaller footprint, near medical schools.
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VA Voluntary Service  
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James H. Parke, 1st VAVS 
Director, 1946 - 1970 

1950:  38 national VSOs - welfare 
organizations, over 300 local organizations;  
113 hospitals; 72,700 volunteers; 344,700 avg. 
volunteer hours per month 

1970: 112,000 volunteers donated 9,791,000 
hours per month 

“the human side of demobilization” 
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1973 – 3rd consolidation 
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1862  
National 

Cemeteries  
(all but 2 

transferred)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1960s-1970s, first women and African Americans move into leadership positions, drug treatment programs/vet centers, nursing homes, era of TB hospitals ended; Vietnam War Veterans. All of Army’s national cemeteries, with the exception of Arlington National Cemetery and Soldiers Home National Cemetery in D.C., were transferred to VA in 1973; VA cemeteries (mostly those at NHDVS sites) were elevated to national cemetery status at that time.  Today, American Battle Monuments Commission (ABMC), Arlington National Cemetery, Soldiers Home National Cemetery, and national cemeteries of the National Park Service operate outside of VA.
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1988 – Elevation to Cabinet-level Department 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 year effort—it was not an easy sell; law signed on October 25, 1988; took full effect on March 15, 1989; it changed our agency structure, political appointees/more political, more reporting, higher accountability, etc.  October 25, 2013 marked the 25th anniversary of the Department of Veterans Affairs Act signing and March 15, 2014 marked the anniversary of its full implementation.
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1990s  VHA’s Modern Transformation Began 
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• Evidence-based medicine 
• Proactive 
• VISNs established 
• Decentralization 
• Digital/computer age – VistA, EHR, 

HealthEVet, bar coding medications  
• Outpatient clinics 
• Minority Veterans programs 
• Women Veterans programs 
• Spinal Cord Injury Centers 
• Rural Health Initiative 
• Mobile Vet Centers 
• Award-winning staff and research 
  

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the 1990s, VA medical care underwent another transformation under Dr. Kenneth Kizer. He came from the private sector and brought VA into the modern-era by shifting to proactive, evidence-based medicine, steering toward more outpatient clinics, etc. 
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Today’s VHA Wouldn’t Exist Had It Not Been For Volunteers 

1861 U.S. SANITARY COMMISSION 
 
 
     1865 National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers (NHDVS) 
1900 Clara Barton founded American Red Cross 
 
1917 BWRI, PHS, VB, VA & the Red Cross     
            1930 VA Homes 
 
          
           1945 VA Hospitals-Domiciliaries 
1946 VA Voluntary Service (VAVS) 
            2014    ALL 11 original National Homes still operating 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s VHA originated with the first institution in the world created specifically for discharged soldiers of the VOLUNTEER forces—the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers (NHDVS).  That institution came about only because of the actions taken by a corps of volunteers, the U. S. Sanitary Commission, who took care of volunteer soldiers (Union) during the Civil War. Volunteer soldiers and the volunteers who took care of them; if it weren’t for volunteers, we—VHA--wouldn’t be here today.  
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THE END 

QUESTIONS? 
 

CONTACT: DARLENE RICHARDSON, HISTORIAN 
(202) 461-7374 

OR 
Darlene.Richardson@va.gov  
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